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the imf data standards initiatives encourage countries to publish key economic data in a timely
and disciplined manner learn how the imf is enhancing data transparency to drive economic
growth and accountability 2021 international monetary fund all rights reserved gross domestic
product gdp is the market value of all final goods and services from a nation in a given year
countries are sorted by nominal gdp estimates from financial and statistical institutions which
are calculated at market or government official exchange rates the world economic outlook
weo database is created during the biannual weo exercise which begins in january and june of
each year and results in the april and september october weo publication selected series from
the publication are available in a database format the international monetary fund imf works to
achieve sustainable growth and prosperity for all of its 190 member countries it does so by
supporting economic policies that promote financial stability and monetary cooperation which
are essential to increase productivity job creation and economic well being this is an
alphabetical list of countries by past and projected gross domestic product nominal as ranked
by the imf figures are based on official exchange rates not on the purchasing power parity ppp
methodology values are given in millions of united states dollars usd and have not been
adjusted for inflation use the commodity data portal to visualize and chart the prices of 68
commodities from four commodity asset classes energy agriculture fertilizers and metals use
this database to find data on national accounts inflation unemployment rates balance of
payments fiscal indicators trade for countries and country groups aggregates and commodity
prices whose data are reported by the imf tools and panels find search the imf is governed by
and accountable to its member countries the imf has three critical missions furthering
international monetary cooperation encouraging the expansion of trade and economic growth
and discouraging policies that would harm prosperity the imf is a global organization that
works to achieve sustainable growth and prosperity for all of its 190 member countries it does
so by supporting economic policies that promote financial stability and monetary cooperation
which are essential to increase productivity job creation and economic well being the
international monetary fund imf is a major financial agency of the united nations and an
international financial institution funded by 190 member countries with headquarters in
washington d c it is regarded as the global lender of last resort to national governments and a
leading supporter of exchange rate stability the international monetary fund imf is an
international organization that promotes global financial stability encourages international
trade and reduces poverty gross domestic product 2022 millions of ranking economy us dollars
1 united states 25 462 700 2 china 17 963 171 3 japan 4 231 141 at a glance country data see
all documents country news empowering women could boost fertility economic growth in japan
and korea creating a supportive environment for women through family friendly policies
flexible labor markets and progressive social norms will yield economic gains read the article
blogs about japan gross domestic product data can be found in the national accounts dataset
portal and in the data tables tab of the international financial statistics dataset portal imf data
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regular this quantitative study was conducted to examine the practice of risk management in
the specific context of islamic microfinance imf product offered by several islamic financial
institutions in malaysia the imf said it now projects 2024 gross domestic product growth at 5
up from its prior forecast of 4 6 made in april that puts the organization s estimate in line with
the official china gdp summary oman s potential nonhydrocarbon real gdp growth has trended
downward since the global financial crisis with a negative contribution from total factor
productivity this paper estimates productivity gains associated with structural reforms and
identifies key binding constraints and reform priorities to boost productivity in oman



imf data May 13 2024
the imf data standards initiatives encourage countries to publish key economic data in a timely
and disciplined manner learn how the imf is enhancing data transparency to drive economic
growth and accountability

indicator label imf Apr 12 2024
2021 international monetary fund all rights reserved

list of countries by gdp nominal wikipedia Mar 11 2024
gross domestic product gdp is the market value of all final goods and services from a nation in
a given year countries are sorted by nominal gdp estimates from financial and statistical
institutions which are calculated at market or government official exchange rates

world economic outlook databases imf Feb 10 2024
the world economic outlook weo database is created during the biannual weo exercise which
begins in january and june of each year and results in the april and september october weo
publication selected series from the publication are available in a database format

international monetary fund imf Jan 09 2024
the international monetary fund imf works to achieve sustainable growth and prosperity for all
of its 190 member countries it does so by supporting economic policies that promote financial
stability and monetary cooperation which are essential to increase productivity job creation
and economic well being

list of countries by past and projected gdp nominal
wikipedia Dec 08 2023
this is an alphabetical list of countries by past and projected gross domestic product nominal as
ranked by the imf figures are based on official exchange rates not on the purchasing power
parity ppp methodology values are given in millions of united states dollars usd and have not
been adjusted for inflation

imf primary commodity prices Nov 07 2023
use the commodity data portal to visualize and chart the prices of 68 commodities from four
commodity asset classes energy agriculture fertilizers and metals



world economic outlook database october 2022 imf Oct
06 2023
use this database to find data on national accounts inflation unemployment rates balance of
payments fiscal indicators trade for countries and country groups aggregates and commodity
prices whose data are reported by the imf

imf data Sep 05 2023
tools and panels find search

what is the imf Aug 04 2023
the imf is governed by and accountable to its member countries the imf has three critical
missions furthering international monetary cooperation encouraging the expansion of trade
and economic growth and discouraging policies that would harm prosperity

about the imf Jul 03 2023
the imf is a global organization that works to achieve sustainable growth and prosperity for all
of its 190 member countries it does so by supporting economic policies that promote financial
stability and monetary cooperation which are essential to increase productivity job creation
and economic well being

international monetary fund wikipedia Jun 02 2023
the international monetary fund imf is a major financial agency of the united nations and an
international financial institution funded by 190 member countries with headquarters in
washington d c it is regarded as the global lender of last resort to national governments and a
leading supporter of exchange rate stability

what is the international monetary fund imf investopedia
May 01 2023
the international monetary fund imf is an international organization that promotes global
financial stability encourages international trade and reduces poverty

gross domestic product 2022 world bank Mar 31 2023
gross domestic product 2022 millions of ranking economy us dollars 1 united states 25 462 700
2 china 17 963 171 3 japan 4 231 141



japan and the imf Feb 27 2023
at a glance country data see all documents country news empowering women could boost
fertility economic growth in japan and korea creating a supportive environment for women
through family friendly policies flexible labor markets and progressive social norms will yield
economic gains read the article blogs about japan

where can i find gross domestic product gdp data imf Jan
29 2023
gross domestic product data can be found in the national accounts dataset portal and in the
data tables tab of the international financial statistics dataset portal

imf data Dec 28 2022
imf data regular

risk management of islamic microfinance imf product by
Nov 26 2022
this quantitative study was conducted to examine the practice of risk management in the
specific context of islamic microfinance imf product offered by several islamic financial
institutions in malaysia

imf raises china economic growth forecasts wsj Oct 26
2022
the imf said it now projects 2024 gross domestic product growth at 5 up from its prior forecast
of 4 6 made in april that puts the organization s estimate in line with the official china gdp

lifting productivity in oman the role of structural imf Sep
24 2022
summary oman s potential nonhydrocarbon real gdp growth has trended downward since the
global financial crisis with a negative contribution from total factor productivity this paper
estimates productivity gains associated with structural reforms and identifies key binding
constraints and reform priorities to boost productivity in oman
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